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Hip Hop always seems to have some kind of drama or hip hop ‘beef’ going on and it seems the
beef between Hip Hop artists Ras Kass and The Game has moved to the next level.

  

Thinking that hip hop would have figured it out by now and that these ‘beef’ situations do
nothing for hip hop except downgrade the culture, this recent hip hop drama will certainly not
end here.

  

Since the passing of Tupac (2Pac) and Biggie and the recent deaths of other hip hop and rap
artist , it seems that ‘beef’ has become away of getting attention in hip hop; sometimes with a
deadly outcome. 

  

We all watched as 50 Cent went at foes, rap artist and actor Ja Rule for example and almost
everyone else in the hip hop game, to gain some kind of fake gangsta street creditability but this
Ras Kass and The Game beef has escalated to the point where mediation is needed or
someone is going to end up with RIP after their name.

  

Supposedly hip hop artist The Game sucker punched rap artist Ras Kass and the Ras and his
home boys put out a video on YouTube to set The Game straight on a few things. 

  

Below is the link for the YouTube video. In it you will see that Blood gang members step up for
Ras and Ras says “You are so f***ed and you know it,” referring to The Game.

  

Hopefully some end to this can be found between the two rap artists as Hip Hop culture does
not need to loose anymore artists; and as a culture we do not need any more bad exposure
over foolishness like this.
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